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Congratulations with your new purchase of the Summum!
We hope that with this file we can help you to tune up your Summum. As you will probably know 
you can adjust several elements of your Summum.

Head-Angle (5 positions)
Length of the chainstay (4 positions)
Height of the fork (+- 20mm)

In the following sections we explain the functionalities of all above mentioned elements one by one,  
and how they affect the riding of the bike.

 

Adjusting the lengths of the chain stay allows you to determine the centre of gravity of the bike/rider 

The chain stays length, independent of your bike´s size (S / M / L) is set to 440mm. Apart from this, you 
have three additional longer positions: 445mm, 450mm and 455mm.

(you).  The longer the chain stay gets, the more body weight is spread over the front part of the bike  
(due the distribution of the weight) with which you obtain more grip at the front part of the bike.   
At the contrary, if you need to obtain more grip for the rear wheel you will have to shorten the length  
of the chain stay. 

If you are someone that likes to ride with your body hanging over the handlebar, with your bodyweight 
spread over the front part, it would be good to use short chain stays. At the contrary, if you tend to have 
a more backward position on the bike, long chainstays would be very much advised in order to spread 
more weight over the front wheel.

Changing the fork height by means of adjusting the plates you will alter the height of the bottom bracket 
in relation to the ground and the handlebar.  As a general rule, the lower you can get the better, however 
there are also riders that prefer no to go that deep to avoid the pedals hitting the ground.  
For those there is an option to adjust the fork enlarging the bars of the fork with which you gain up  
to 15 mm. This way you will avoid the pedals bashing to the ground. 
In case the bars are shortened, the head angle gets slacker for which you will have to adjust  
the steepness of the head angle with 1º for every 10 mm you shorten the bars.

HEAD-ANGLE
If you use a slacker head-angle you enlarge the wheelbase with the result that you do not need  
to hang backwards that much at steep tracks for which your position on your bike is much more stable 
and constant, regardless if you are riding on a steep or plane track.

The simple reason for this is that the front wheel is placed more ahead in relation to the handlebar 
which makes it a lot more difficult to fall over the handlebar at very steep tracks.  The inconvenience  
is that in this position the front wheel receives less body weight on plane tracks and will therefore loose  
a bit of grip.  However, to avoid this you should hang a little more over the steering wheel to increase the 
grip. It’s interesting to combine both the adjustment of the head-angle and the length of the chainstay  
to move more weight to the rear wheel.

If at the contrary you choose to use a steeper head-angle you will have more weight spread over  
the front wheel.  The advantage is that on plane tracks you will not need to hang over the handlebar that 
much, whereas you will have to hang backwards on steep tracks in order to avoid that too much weight 
is spread over the front wheel. By making the head-angle steeper the bike gets more nervous,  
but very handily which could be big a help on twisty tracks. 

Depending on what you ask from your bike you can choose three positions:
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It´s initial and standard 
position, the angle is 63º and is 
considered as a neutral position, 
adequate for all different  
kind of tracks.

A slacker head-angle, 
(62º/61º). With this you enlarge 
the wheelbase and will make 
the bike more stable.

A steeper angle  (angle. 
64º/65º). In this position the 
wheelbase will be shorter,  
more unstable, but more 
handily.
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